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Self-Checklist of Ship Security Alert System (SSAS) for Japanese flag ship
Ref. No.
Date
⦁ฬ Ship’s name
⦁⒳ Ship’s Type
⦁⥾⼊ႎㅧ⠪ Maker of SSAS

⦁⚖⇟ภ Class No.
IMO ⇟ภ IMO No.
ᒻᑼ Model type

ળ␠ Company
ㇱ⟑ Department

ᬌᩏ႐ᚲ Place of checking
ᜂᒰ⠪ Person in charge

Ꮏᣣ Date of construction

ቢᎿᣣ Date of delivery

ᬌᩏ䈶ክᩏ䈱㗄⋡ Items of audit
1. ⦁⥾⼊ႎㅢႎⵝ⟎䈱⸳ቯ Setting of SSAS
1.1
⼊ႎ䈱ㅍାవ䈏ᶏᐡ䈪䈅䉎䈖䈫䋨ㅍାవ䈮ળ␠䉕䉄䈩Ꮕ䈚ᡰ䈋䈭䈇䋩
The recipient of alert is Japan Coast Guard.䋨it may include the Company䋩
Address 䋱:㩷 newsat@jcgcomm.jp
Address 䋲:㩷 jcg-newsat@mlit.go.jp
neMFJQHZVDW#PLOWJRMSws
1.2
⼊ႎ䈱ౝኈ䋨⦁ฬ䈶ᶏ⒖േᬺോ⼂⇟ MMSI 䈲 IMO ⦁⥾⼂⇟ภ䇯ട䈋
䈩ᧄ⦁䈱⟎䋨✲ᐲ䈶⚻ᐲ䋩䇮ㅍାᣣᤨਗ䈶䈮ෂኂⴕὑ䈱⊒↢䋩䈏ㆡಾ䈮⸳ቯ䈘䉏
䈩䈇䉎䈖䈫
Contents of the alert shall be set up properly. 䋨Ship’s Name and MMSI or IMO No., in
addition ship’s position䋨latitude and longitude䋩, the date and time of sending and the
occurrence of incident䋩
1.3
ઁ䈱⦁⥾䈮䈲⼊ႎ䉕ㅍା䈚䈭䈇䈖䈫(*3)
The SSAS shall not send the alert to any other ships.(*3)
1.4
⦁䈪⼊ႎ䉕⊒䈚䈭䈇䈖䈫(*3)
The SSAS shall not rise any alarm on board the ship.(*3)
1.5
⸃㒰䈘䉏䉎䈎䈲䊥䉶䉾䊃䈘䉏䉎䉁䈪⛮⛯⊛䈮⼊ႎ䉕ㅍା䈜䉎䈖䈫(*3)
The SSAS shall continue the alert until deactivated and /or reset.(*3)
2. Requirements of SSAS㩷 ⦁⥾⼊ႎㅢႎⵝ⟎䈱ⷐઙ
2.1
⦁ᯅ䈶ઁ䈱ዋ䈭䈒䈫䉅䋱એ䈱႐ᚲ䈎䉌േ䈪䈐䉎䈖䈫
The SSAS shall be capable of being activated from the navigation bridge and in at least
one other location.
2.2
ᄖⷰᬌᩏ䉕ⴕ䈉(*3)
General examination should be conducted.(*3)
2.3
㔚᳇㈩✢(㔚Ḯ䈶䉝䊮䊁䊅✢)䈏ᕡਭ⊛䈮ᣉ䈘䉏䈩䈇䉎䈖䈫(*3)
Electric cable (power supply and antenna) shall be permanent set out.(*3)
2.4
ᠲᚻᒁᦠ䈶ᚻᒁᦠ䈏⦁䈮䈋䉌䉏䈩䈇䉎䈖䈫
The Operational procedures and maintenance procedures shall be provided onboard the
ship.
2.5
⼊ႎ䉕ㅍା䈜䉎㓙䈮ή✢ㅍାⵝ⟎䈱ᠲ䈲⸳ቯ䈜䉎䈖䈫䈭䈒⼊ႎ䉕ㅍା䈪
䈐䉎䈖䈫(*3)
The SSAS shall be capable of being sent the alert without operating and setting of the
radio installation when the alert send to.(*3)
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䌇䌍䌄䌓䌓ᯏེ䉕↪䈚䈩䈇䉎႐ว䈮䈲䇮䌇䌍䌄䌓䌓ᯏེ䈱ᯏ⢻䉕៊䈭䉒䈭䈇䈖䈫(*3)
The SSAS shall not impair the functionality of GMDSS installation where the SSAS
utilizes them.
2.7
ኾ↪䈱⼊ႎାภㅍା䊗䉺䊮䈮䉋䉍േ䈜䉎䈖䈫
The SSAS shall be activated by the dedicated alarm signaling buttons/measures.
2.8
ㆡᱜ䈮േ䈜䉎䈖䈫䈏⼊ႎ䉕ㅍା䈜䉎䈖䈫䈭䈒⏕䈪䈐䉎䈖䈫(*3)
The SSAS shall be capable of being tested and confirm the proper activation without
sending the actual alert signal.
2.9
Ᏹ↪㔚Ḯએᄖ䈱㔚Ḯ䈎䉌䉅⛎㔚䈪䈐䉎䈖䈫(*3)
The SSAS shall be supplied from the ship’s main source of electric power and alternative
source of power.
2.10 㔚Ḯ䈱ಾᦧ䉕ㅦ䉇䈎䈮ⴕ䈉䈢䉄䈱ភ⟎䈏⻠䈛䉌䉏䈩䈇䉎䉅䈱䈪䈅䉎䈖䈫(*3)
The power supply of SSAS shall be taken measures in order to change power source
immediately.
2.11 ⏛᳇䉮䊮䊌䉴䈮ኻ䈜䉎ᦨዊో〒㔌䉕␜䈚䈩䈇䉎䈖䈫(*3)
The SSAS to be installed in the vicinity of a magnetic compass shall be clearly marked
with the minimum safe distance at which it may be mounted from such compass.
2.12 㔚⏛ᐓᷤ䈮䉋䉎ᯏ⢻㓚ኂ䈱ଏฃ㒐ᱛភ⟎䈏⻠䈛䉌䉏䈩䈇䉎䈖䈫䋨*1䋩(*3)
The preventive measures for functional disturbance by the electromagnetic interference
shall be taken.
2.13 ᯏ᪾⊛㛍㖸䈏ో䈮ଥ䉒䉎น⡬㖸䈱⡬ข䉕ᅹ䈕䈭䈇⒟ዊ䈘䈇䈖䈫(*3)
The mechanical noise on board the ship shall be limited so as not to prejudice the hearing
of sound on which the safety of the ship might depend.
2.14 ㅢᏱ੍ᗐ䈘䉏䉎㔚Ḯ䈱㔚䈲ᵄᢙ䈱ᄌേ䈮䉋䉍ᯏ⢻㓚ኂ䈏↢䈛䈭䈇䈖䈫䋨*1䋩(*3)
The SSAS shall not impair the functionality by the voltage/frequency of variations of
power supply normally to be expected.
2.15 ㆊ㔚ᵹ䇮ㆊ㔚䈶㔚Ḯᭂᕈ䈱ㅒォ䈎䉌ⵝ⟎䉕⼔䈜䉎ⵝ⟎䈏⻠䈛䉌䉏䈩䈇䉎䈖䈫
䋨*1䋩(*3)
The means shall be incorporated for the protection of SSAS from the effects of excessive
current and voltage, transients and accidental reversal of the power supply polarity.
2.16 ⥶ⴕਛ䈱ᝄേ䇮Ḩᐲ䈲᷷ᐲ䈱ᄌൻ䈮䉋䉍䈠䈱ᕈ⢻䈮ᡰ㓚䈏↢䈛䈭䈇䈖䈫䋨*1䋩(*3)
The SSAS shall be capable of continuous operation under the conditions of vibration, the
variation of humidity and temperature during in service.
2.17 ੱ䈶᭴ᚑᯏེ䈮ኻ䈜䉎⼔䈏චಽ䈮ⴕ䉒䉏䈩䈇䉎䈖䈫(*3)
The protection measures for safety of personnel and the compositing equipment from the
electromagnetic radio frequency radiated from the SSAS shall be taken sufficiently.
2.18 ⺋ᠲ䈮䉋䉎⼊ႎ䈱ㅍା䉕㒐ᱛ䈜䉎䈢䉄䈱ភ⟎䈏⻠䈛䉌䉏䈩䈇䉎䉅䈱䈪䈅䉎䈖䈫
The preventive measures for sending the incorrect alert signal by mis-operation shall be
taken.
3. ⦁⥾ⷙ⒟
3.1
⦁⥾ⷙ⒟䈮␜䈘䉏䈢⼊ႎ䈱ㅍା䊗䉺䊮䈱⸳⟎႐ᚲ䈮㑐䈜䉎࿑㕙䈲⸥ㅀ䉕
⏕䈜䉎
࿑㕙䋺৻⥸㈩⟎࿑䈲ห╬䈭࿑㕙䈮ㅍା䊗䉺䊮䈱⸳⟎႐ᚲ䈱࿑␜䈶⺑䈏䈭䈘䉏䈩
䈇䉎䈖䈫
⸥ㅀ䋺⸥ㅀ䈎䉌ㅍା䊗䉺䊮䉕⏕䈪䈐䉎䈖䈫
Confirm the drawings/descriptions on the activate positions of SSAS specified in the SSP.
Drawings: The marking/explanation of activate position shall be specified in the General
Arrangement or its alternative drawings.
Description: the activate positions shall be confirmed by the description in the SSP.
2.6
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3.2

3.3

3.4

⦁⥾ⷙ⒟䈮␜䈘䉏䈢⼊ႎ䈱ㅍା䈮㑐䈜䉎ᰴ䈱䈮␜䈜䉋䈉䈭⸥ㅀ䉕⏕䈜䉎
⹜㛎䋺
1.㩷 SSO 䈲ቯᦼ⊛⦁⥾⼊ႎㅢႎⵝ⟎䋨䋺Ფ䋩䈱േ⹜㛎䉕ታᣉ䈚䈭䈔䉏䈳䈭䉌䈭䈇
2.㩷 SSO 䈲 CSO 䈫ද⼏䈚䇮ᶏᐡ䈮⼊ႎ䉕ㅍା䈜䉎䈖䈫䈭䈒 CSO 䈮ᮨᡆ
⼊ႎ䉕⹜㛎ㅍା䈜䉎
3.㩷 ᮨᡆ⼊ႎ䈱ㅍା䈮䈧䈇䈩䈲䇮SSO 䈲 SSO 䈎䉌છ䈘䉏䈢⠪䈏⦁⥾⼊ႎㅢႎ
ⵝ⟎䈱ᠲᚻᒁᦠ䈮ၮ䈨䈇䈩ታᣉ䈜䉎
4.㩷 CSO 䈶 SSO 䈲⹜㛎⚿ᨐ䉕⏕䈜䉎䇯ਇౕว䈏䈅䉏䈳䇮ㅦ䉇䈎䈮ᱜᏱേ䈘䈞䉎
䈢䉄䈮ᔅⷐ䈭ኻ╷䉕ቯ䉄䈩ታⴕ䈜䉎
Confirm descriptions on sending the security alert signal specified in the SSP, such as
following㩷 examples:
Test:
1. the SSO shall carry out regulatory activation test of the SSAS (for example: monthly)
2. the SSO shall send the CSO a test signal of the security alert without sending the alert
to Japan Coast Guard, consulting with the CSO.
3. Regarding sending a test signal of security alert, the SSO or personnel who appointed
by the SSO, shall carry out according to the operational procedures on SSAS.
4. the CSO and SSO shall confirm the result of test. they shall specify and carry out the
necessary corrective measures in order to normally activate immediately, if the defect
is found.
⦁⥾ⷙ⒟䈮␜䈘䉏䈢⼊ႎ䈱ㅍା䈮㑐䈜䉎ᰴ䈱䈮␜䈜䉋䈉䈭⸥ㅀ䉕⏕䈜䉎
േ䋺
1. ⦁⥾⼊ႎⵝ⟎䈲ෂኂⴕὑ䉕ฃ䈔䈩䈇䉎䈲ฃ䈔䈢ᤨ䈮േ䈘䈞䉎
2. ⼊ႎ䈲 CSO 䈮䉅ㅍା䈜䉎䉋䈉⸳ቯ䈚䈩䈍䈒
3. 䌓䌓䌏䈲䌓䌓䌏䈎䉌છ䈘䉏䈢⠪䈏⦁⥾⼊ႎㅢႎⵝ⟎䈱ㅍା䊗䉺䊮䉕䈜
⸃㒰䋺
1. 䌓䌓䌏䈲 CSO 䈮ㅢ⍮䈚䇮䌓䌓䌏䈲⦁⥾⼊ႎㅢႎⵝ⟎䉕ᠲ䈚䈩䈠䈱േ䉕⸃㒰䈜䉎
2. CSO 䈲⼊ႎ䈱ㅢႎవ䈮ᔅⷐ䈭ㅪ⛊䉕ⴕ䈉
䊥䉶䉾䊃䋺
䌓䌓䌏䈲䌓䌓䌏䈎䉌છ䈘䉏䈢⠪䈏⦁⥾⼊ႎㅢႎⵝ⟎䉕ᠲ䈚䈩䊥䉶䉾䊃䈜䉎
Confirm descriptions on sending the security alert signal specified in the SSP, such as
following㩷 examples:
Activation:
1. The SSAS shall be activated when the ship receives /has received harmful threats.
2. The security alert shall be also set out to send it to the CSO.
3. The SSO or personnel who appointed by the SSO, shall send pushing a signal button.
Deactivation:
1. The SSO shall notify the CSO about deactivation of the SSAS and then shall
deactivate it with its operation.
2. The CSO shall necessarily contact to each recipient the security alert.
⦁⥾ⷙ⒟䈮␜䈘䉏䈢⼊ႎ䈱ㅍା䈮㑐䈜䉎ᰴ䈱䈮␜䈜䉋䈉䈭⸥ㅀ䉕⏕䈜䉎
⺋⼊ႎ䉕㒐ᱛ䈜䉎ភ⟎䋺
1. ⼊ႎ䉕ฃା䈚䈢 CSO 䈲䇮⋥䈤䈮䌓䌓䌏䈮ㅪ⛊䈜䉎
2. 䌓䌓䌏䈮ㅪ⛊䈏ข䉏䈭䈇႐ว䈮䈲䇮CSO 䈲⦁⥾䈏ෂኂⴕὑ䉕ฃ䈔䈩䈇䉎น⢻ᕈ䈏㜞
䈇䈫್ᢿ䈚䇮ᔅⷐ䈭ភ⟎䉕䈫䉎
3. 䌓䌓䌏䈮ㅪ⛊䈏ข䉏䈢႐ว䈮䈲䇮CSO 䈲䌓䌓䌏䈫ද⼏䈚䇮ᔅⷐ䈭ኻ╷䉕ቯ䉄䈩ታⴕ䈜
䉎
Confirm descriptions on sending the security alert signal specified in the SSP, such as
following㩷 examples:
The preventive measures for incorrect security alert:
1. The CSO who has received the security alert, shall contact the SSO immediately.
2. If the CSO has not received the response form the CSO, the CSO shall take necessary
measures deciding it is high possibility that the ship has received harmful threats.
3. If the CSO has received the response from the SSO, the CSO shall specify necessary
measures consulting with the SSO and carry out them.
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4. ⦁⥾⼊ႎㅢႎⵝ⟎䈱ᠲ Operation of SSAS
4.1
⦁⥾⼊ႎㅢႎⵝ⟎䉕ᠲ䈘䈞䈩䇮⦁⥾ⷙ⒟䈱䈫䈍䉍ታᣉ䈪䈐䉎䈖䈫䉕⏕䈜䉎
Confirm to be able to carry out operation of SSAS according to the SSP.
4.2
⦁⥾⼊ႎㅢႎⵝ⟎䈱ᬌᩏ䈱䈢䉄䈮⼊ႎ䉕⊒ା䈘䈞䈢⚿ᨐ䈫䈚䈩ᶏᐡ䈎䉌䈱
⼊ႎฃାᖱႎ䉕⏕䈜䉎䋨ᶏ⒖േᬺോ⼂⇟ภ MMSI ╬䇮ෂኂⴕὑ⊒↢䉕␜䈜ᖱ
ႎ䇮⦁⥾䈱⟎䋨✲ᐲ䈶⚻ᐲ䋩䈶ㅍାᣣᤨ䋩(*2)
Confirm information of receipt of security alert signal by Japan Coast Guard, as the result
of sending the alert signal for inspection of the SSAS.
4.3
ᠲ䈱⏕䈮䈍䈇䈩ਅ⸥䈱⸘ౕེ᷹䉕↪䈇䈢႐ว䇮䈠䈱ᩞᱜ䈱⸥㍳䉕⏕䈜䉎䇯
(㔚⸘䇮㔚ᵹ⸘䇮ᵄᢙ⸘䇮㜞ᵄ㔚ജ⸘䇮䉲䊮䉪䊨䉴䉮䊷䊒䇮䉴䊕䉪䊃䊦ಽᨆེ䇮
⛘✼ᛶ᛫⸘)
Where following measurement equipments used on the confirmation of SSAS operation,
Confirm records of their calibration:
For example: voltmeter, ammeter, frequency meter, high frequent power meter
(Wattmeter), Synchro-scope, Spectrum analyzer, insulation resistance tester

4.8-2 (10)

3.3-2 (1)

⦁⥾䍚䍛䍡
䍯ⷙೣ
ታᣉⷐ㗔
3.3.4-3

(*1)䋺ㅧ⠪䈮䉋䉎⹜㛎⚿ᨐ䉕␜䈜ᦠ㘃䉕䉅䈦䈩⏕䈚䈩Ꮕ䈚ᡰ䈋䈭䈇
It is acceptable to confirm the document contained test result by the manufacture.
(*2)䋺ਛ㑆ክᩏᤨ䉅䈚䈒䈲⦁⥾⼊ႎⵝ⟎䈱ᬌᩏ䉕䉒䈭䈇⥃ᤨክᩏᤨ䈲⏕ਇⷐ
It is not necessary to confirm at an intermediate audit or additional audit without SSAS inspection.
(*3)䋺⸳⟎ᤨ䈱ᬌᩏ䈏ቢੌ䈚䈩䈇䉎⦁⥾䈮ኻ䈚䈩䇮䈠䉏એ㒠ⴕ䉒䉏䉎ክᩏ䈮䈍䈇䈩䈲⋭⇛䈚䈩䉅䉋䈇䇯
For ships which completed SSAS installation inspection, it may omit at the following audit.

㩷㩷㩷㩷㩷㩷㩷㩷㩷㩷㩷㩷㩷㩷㩷㩷㩷㩷㩷㩷㩷㩷㩷㩷㩷㩷㩷㩷㩷㩷㩷㩷㩷㩷㩷㩷㩷㩷㩷㩷㩷㩷㩷㩷㩷㩷㩷㩷㩷㩷㩷㩷㩷㩷㩷㩷
⦁⥾⼊ႎㅢႎⵝ⟎䈱ᢛታᣉ⠪
㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 ᜂᒰ⠪䋨⟑ฬ Signature䋩
Personnel who maintain the SSAS
㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 䋨᳁ฬ name䋺㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷
䋨ળ␠ฬ Agent’s Name䋺㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 䋩
䋨᳁ฬ Name䋺㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷 㩷
㩷㩷㩷㩷㩷㩷
䋩
㩷㩷
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